Directions from Newcastle Emlyn: postcode SA38 9NA
To follow these directions, get onto the A484, which is the main road from Cardigan. The
route is then shown in red.
• If you approach Newcastle Emlyn from the North: just before a pedestrian crossing,
take the first right, a very sharp right hand bend up a hill, for Capel Iwan (signposted
for Newcastle Leisure Centre).
• If you approach Newcastle Emlyn from the South: follow the A484 for about three
quarters of a mile. Just after a pedestrian crossing,turn left for Capel Iwan
(signposted for Newcastle Leisure Centre).

!
•

Keep going straight along the road to Capel Iwan.

•

In Capel Iwan, turn right at the T junction (there will be a telephone box on your left).
o

Drive past the graveyard and then the old school (which closed Sept 2010),
both on the right.

o

Keep on this same road, through the wood and down a steep hill.

o

You will pass a chapel on your left, Park Villa is the next house on your
right

o

The Parking area is on the left, across the road from the house and just after
the garage (green door).

To get to Godremamog Mill:
• Carry on past Park Villa and go over the narrow stone bridge
• At the T junction, turn sharp left.
o
•

This is a 3 point turn. This is our road (no name).

Drive a few hundred yards and you will see Godremamog mill on your left.
o

Drive past the mill and you will see the entrance to the driveway. Turn left
into the drive and right into the car park (but you might like to go left up to the
mill to drop your stuff off first - you can turn round at the top).

Sat Navs will get you here, but there are 3 houses with the same post code and you can’t see
one from the other, so this is what to do if your Sat Nav has a sense of humour and takes you
to the wrong place:
SA38 9NA
You are outside
GODREMAMOG MILL

You want to get to
GODREMAMOG MIL

You want to get to
PARK VILLA

HURRAH

With Godremamog Mill on
your right:
- drive past the mill and take
the next turn on the right
(a 3 point turn)
- Park Villa is the next
house on the left, just as
you start up the hill again.
The parking area is on the
right, across the road
from the house.

You are outside
PARK VILLA

With Park Villa on your right:
- drive across the bridge
and turn left at the Tjunction (a 3 point turn).
- Godremamog Mill is the
next house on the left.
- Drive past the mill and you
will see the entrance to the
mill on the left. Turn left
into the driveway,across
the bridge, and right into
the car park (but you might
want to drive down to the
mill to drop your stuff off
first - you can turn round
at the top of the drive).

HURRAH

You are outside
CLWB

With Clwb on your left:
With Clwb on your left:
- Carry on down the road for - take the next turn on the
a few hundred yards and
left
you will see Godremamog - Park Villa is the next
Mill on your left
house on the left, just as
- Drive past the mill and you
you start up the hill again.
will see the entrance to the
The parking area is on the
mill on the left. Turn left
right, across the road
into the driveway,across
from the house.
the bridge, and right into
the car park (but you might
want to drive down to the
mill to drop your stuff off
first - you can turn round
at the top of the drive).

